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Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town. From
the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo
Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high school.
So when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night road trip of
revenge he cannot help but follow. But the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week
later she is still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they
are for him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip
across America - he becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written
by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.
Law beyond the limits ... In wide-open Arizona, outlaws run rampant, since the authority of the
local marshal ends at his town's borders. A different breed of peace officer is needed, and
rancher Bentram Mosehan has accepted the responsibility of organizing a new Arizona State
Police force. He's looking for men who are brave, honest, and lightning fast with a six-gun -talents that a drifter named Waco and his amigo, Doc Leroy, possess in abundance. But the
two young Texans remember all too well their run-ins with the Lone Star law, and thelast thing
Waco and Doc want is to wear a badge. But Mosehan knows these are men you need at your
side when all Hell breaks loose. And Waco'll be facing one tough choice once the bullets start
flying in earnest: serve ... or die.
In a dark future, when North America has split into two warring nations, 15-year-olds Day, a
famous criminal, and June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture him, discover that they have a
common enemy.P. Putnam's Sons.
Rancher Stone Hart goes up against land grabbers and bank robbers in a fight for control of
the range
Marshal Dusty Fog of Mulrooney, Texas falls for Freddie Woods, a tough, beautiful British
saloon owner, but when her criminal past catches up with her, Dusty must choose between
love and duty
Tells the story of a child's abuse at the hands of his alcoholic mother
The corrupt Yankee state police were terrorizing Texas, and only the lightening guns of the
Floating Outfit could stop them.
A baffling disease called "texas Fever" was causing big trouble for Texas cattle ranchers. The
governor was ready to do anything to find a cure, even if it meant pardoning a man with a price
on his head. Waxahachie Smith was allowed to return to the state under one condition--that he
serve as a bodyguard to a young vet who may be close to a cure.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The searing, post-apocalyptic
novel about a father and son's fight to survive. A father and his son walk alone through burned
America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough
to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the
coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a
pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are
wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving story of
a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the father and his
son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision,
it is an unflinching meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate
destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face
of total devastation. A New York Times Notable Book One of the Best Books of the Year The
Boston Globe, The Christian Science Monitor, The Denver Post, The Kansas City Star, Los
Angeles Times, New York, People, Rocky Mountain News, Time, The Village Voice, The
Washington Post
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Hiroshima is the story of six people--a clerk, a widowed seamstress, a physician, a Methodist
minister, a young surgeon, and a German Catholic priest--who lived through the greatest single
manmade disaster in history. In vivid and indelible prose, Pulitzer Prize-winner John Hersey
traces the stories of these half-dozen individuals from 8:15 a.m. on August 6, 1945, when
Hiroshima was destroyed by the first atomic bomb ever dropped on a city, through the hours
and days that followed. Almost four decades after the original publication of this celebrated
book, Hersey went back to Hiroshima in search of the people whose stories he had told, and
his account of what he discovered is now the eloquent and moving final chapter of Hiroshima.
Dusty Fog, a former Confederate cavalry officer, and an elite crew of hands known as the
Floating Outfit ride for Old Devil Hardin's O.D. Connected Ranch
Before he arrives to end their bloody riot, the two notorious Fuente brothers plan an ambush of
quick-drawing ranger Waxahachip Smith
Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to everyone being scared of him. On
account of his size and looking like his dad. Kevin is used to being called Dwarf. On account of
his size and being some cripple kid. But greatness comes in all sizes, and together Max and
Kevin become Freak The Mighty and walk high above the world. An inspiring, heartbreaking,
multi-award winning international bestseller.
Perhaps Willa Cather's most autobiographical work, The Song of the Lark charts the story of a
young woman's awakening as an artist against the backdrop of the western landscape. Thea
Kronborg, an aspiring singer, struggles to escape from the confines her small Colorado town to
the world of possibility in the Metropolitan Opera House. In classic Cather style, The Song of
the Lark is the beautiful, unforgettable story of American determination and its inextricable
connection to the land.
A Newbery Honor WinnerA New York Times Bestseller This stunning fantasy inspired by
Chinese folklore is a companion novel to Starry River of the Sky and the New York Times
bestselling and National Book Award finalist When the Sea Turned to Silver In the valley of
Fruitless mountain, a young girl named Minli lives in a ramshackle hut with her parents. In the
evenings, her father regales her with old folktales of the Jade Dragon and the Old Man on the
Moon, who knows the answers to all of life's questions. Inspired by these stories, Minli sets off
on an extraordinary journey to find the Old Man on the Moon to ask him how she can change
her family's fortune. She encounters an assorted cast of characters and magical creatures
along the way, including a dragon who accompanies her on her quest for the ultimate answer.
Grace Lin, author of the beloved Year of the Dog and Year of the Rat returns with a wondrous
story of adventure, faith, and friendship. A fantasy crossed with Chinese folklore, Where the
Mountain Meets the Moon is a timeless story reminiscent of The Wizard of Oz and Kelly
Barnhill's The Girl Who Drank the Moon. Her beautiful illustrations, printed in full-color,
accompany the text throughout. Once again, she has created a charming, engaging book for
young readers.
Devil Hardin's Floating Outfit is assigned to protect a prince who is on safari, but their task
becomes anything but a vacation when Europe's best assassin sets his sights on the biggest
human game in the territory
Provides an introduction to American pulp fiction during the twentieth century with brief author
biographies and lists of their works.
The extraordinary #1 New York Times bestseller about the ability of books to feed the soul
even in the darkest of times. Nominated as one of America's best-loved novels by PBS’s The
Great American Read. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany.
The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier still.
Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence
for herself by stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help
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of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her
neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In
superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author
of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of
book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf
with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF
CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
Wild Animals and Wedding Outfits is the true story of Anna, who comes from a family of
eccentric adventurers and longs to travel, but has somehow got to her mid-thirties without
plucking up the courage to set out on her big adventure. She dreams of seeing animals in their
natural habitat, of exploring the Amazon jungle by canoe and meeting tribes who worship
strange gods and heal each other with folk medicine. But she worries that she is not intrepid
like her great grandmother. And is it possible to have a big adventure and still find
accommodation with an en-suite bathroom and luxury shampoo? Anna finally meets her
chivalrous knight, Bill, who helps her to set off on their trip through 14 countries,
includingIndia,Sri Lanka,Sikkim,Nepal,Thailand,Vietnam,Laos,Australia,Peru,BoliviaandChile.
En-route they get into hilarious scrapes, have some spiritual revelations and make some
lifelong friends on the way. It is a rite of passage for Anna, who finally feels like a proper grown
up by the end of the trip. Their adventure includes:- being chased by wild elephants in India
meeting the King of the Vedda tribe in Sri Lanka seeing the pink river dolphins of the Amazon
surviving the ordeal of a trek through the monsoon rainforests of Laosin search of the Akha
tribe (with very poor bathroom facilities). Monty Halls, star of BBC TV’s Great Escape Series
says, "A whimsical tale that has at its heart a classic love story. Anna and Bill are the most
amenable of travel companions, and by the final chapter you feel that you know them as
friends through shared experiences on the long road. All truly good books provide some
warmth in one’s life, and this one really is a glowing little ember."
They didn't have any law in Quiet Town--except that of the gun. Three good men had the
badge of Sheriff and died wearing it.The good citizens felt that their town needed a real
lawman, someone who would play the killers and hard cases at their own game. They knew of
one man who could do the job. His name was Dusty Fog.
When it looks as though the brutal killer of Eloise Charmain might buy his way out of paying for
his crime, using a crooked lawyer, a faked alibi, bribery, and murder, the justice riders of
Company Z embark on a trail of vengeance
Rancher Sam Catlin and his two sons are murdered and Waco, a young man who had been
raised by the kindly rancher, swears to hunt down the killer and avenge the deaths
**Kirkus Best Books of the Year (2013)** **Time Magazine 10 Top Nonfiction Books of 2013**
**The New Republic Best Books of 2013** In this heart-lifting chronicle, Richard Holmes,
author of the best-selling The Age of Wonder, follows the pioneer generation of balloon
aeronauts, the daring and enigmatic men and women who risked their lives to take to the air
(or fall into the sky). Why they did it, what their contemporaries thought of them, and how their
flights revealed the secrets of our planet is a compelling adventure that only Holmes could tell.
His accounts of the early Anglo-French balloon rivalries, the crazy firework flights of the
beautiful Sophie Blanchard, the long-distance voyages of the American entrepreneur John
Wise and French photographer Felix Nadar are dramatic and exhilarating. Holmes documents
as well the balloons used to observe the horrors of modern battle during the Civil War
(including a flight taken by George Armstrong Custer); the legendary tale of at least sixty-seven
manned balloons that escaped from Paris (the first successful civilian airlift in history) during
the Prussian siege of 1870-71; the high-altitude exploits of James Glaisher (who rose) seven
miles above the earth without oxygen, helping to establish the new science of meteorology);
and how Mary Shelley, Edgar Allan Poe, and Jules Verne felt the imaginative impact of flight
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and allowed it to soar in their work. A seamless fusion of history, art, science, biography, and
the metaphysics of flights, Falling Upwards explores the interplay between technology and
imagination. And through the strange allure of these great balloonists, it offers a masterly
portrait of human endeavor, recklessness, and vision. (With 24 pages of color illustrations, and
black-and-white illustrations throughout.)

The Floating Outfit was too busy smuggling guns to notice the Civil War was over. But
when they run into trouble passing the Henry repeaters over the border to Juarez, they
call Comanche fast and Texas tough Ysabel for help.
A cloth bag containing 20 paperback copies of the title that may also include a folder
with sign out sheets.
The hired guns walked right past him in Escopeta, Texas, ignoring a soft-spoken,
insignificant-looking cowhand. But they had no way of knowing that he was Dusty Fog,
capable of filling his hands with two tickets to Hell faster than a snake could blink. And
Dusty Fog was ready to teach them about death.
When Stone Hart's wealthy ranch becomes the target for greedy outlaws, his only
chance of defending his stretch of Spanish Grant County lies in the a hard-hitting, fastshooting Texan crew that includes the Ysabel Kid and Calamity Jane. Original.
Lists writers of western fiction, with a biography, a bibliography of the writer's works,
and a critical essay on each writer. Sometimes comments by the author himself are
included.
A new page-turning mystery about science, faith, love and belonging, set in a friendly
desert community where ghosts, angels, aliens, and government conspiracies are
commonplace parts of everyday life. Welcome to Night Vale… “Brilliant, hilarious, and
wondrously strange. I’m packing up and moving to Night Vale! –Ransom Riggs, #1
New York Times Bestselling Author of Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children.
From the authors of the New York Times bestselling novel Welcome to Night Vale and
the creators of the #1 international podcast of the same name, comes a mystery
exploring the intersections of faith and science, the growing relationship between two
young people who want desperately to trust each other, and the terrifying, toothy power
of the Smiling God. Nilanjana Sikdar is an outsider to the town of Night Vale. Working
for Carlos, the town’s top scientist, she relies on fact and logic as her guiding
principles. But all of that is put into question when Carlos gives her a special
assignment investigating a mysterious rumbling in the desert wasteland outside of
town. This investigation leads her to the Joyous Congregation of the Smiling God, and
to Darryl, one of its most committed members. Caught between her beliefs in the
ultimate power of science and her growing attraction to Darryl, she begins to suspect
the Congregation is planning a ritual that could threaten the lives of everyone in town.
Nilanjana and Darryl must search for common ground between their very different world
views as they are faced with the Congregation’s darkest and most terrible secret.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with
cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the first
time.
Sink your teeth into the first novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Sookie
Stackhouse series—the books that gave life to the Dead and inspired the HBO® original
series True Blood. Sookie Stackhouse is just a small-time cocktail waitress in smalltown Bon Temps, Louisiana. She's quiet, doesn't get out much, and tends to mind her
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own business—except when it comes to her “disability.” Sookie can read minds. And
that doesn’t make her too dateable. Then along comes Bill Compton. He’s tall, dark,
handsome—and Sookie can’t hear a word he’s thinking. He’s exactly the type of guy
she’s been waiting for all her life... But Bill has a disability of his own: he’s a vampire
with a bad reputation. And when a string of murders hits Bon Temps—along with a gang
of truly nasty bloodsuckers looking for Bill—Sookie starts to wonder if having a vampire
for a boyfriend is such a bright idea.
A bullet from a Yankee sharpshooter's rifle blasts a Rebel captain out of hissaddle unleashing
the most devastating weapon the Confederacy has--Dusty Fog.And it will cost the Yankees
dearly . . .
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their
curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving
among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant
man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life
fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for
her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining
town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for
themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet
Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family
that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life.
-- From publisher description.
A profound and life-affirming debut about migration, trauma, and the healing power of
community. A young woman sits in her apartment in an unnamed English city, absorbed in
watching the small dramas of her assorted neighbors through their windows across the way.
Traumatized into muteness after a long, devastating trip from war-torn Syria to the UK, she
believes that she wants to sink deeper into isolation, moving between memories of her absent
boyfriend and family and her homeland, dreams, and reality. At the same time, she begins
writing for a magazine under the pseudonym "the Voiceless," trying to explain the refugee
experience without sensationalizing it—or revealing anything about herself. Gradually, as the
boundaries of her world expand—as she ventures to the neighborhood corner store, to a
gathering at a nearby mosque, and to the bookstore and laundromat, and as an anti-Muslim
hate crime shatters the members of a nearby mosque—she has to make a choice: Will she
remain a voiceless observer, or become an active participant in her own life and in a
community that, despite her best efforts, is quickly becoming her own? With brilliant, poetic
prose that captures all the fragments of this character's life, and making use of fragments of
text from Tweets and emails to the narrator's own articles, journals, and fiction, Silence Is a
Sense explores what it means to be a refugee and to need asylum, and how fundamental
human connection is to survival.
The quiet peace of Tennyson, Texas, is shattered when the former owners of The Hide and
Horn Saloon try to reclaim the establishment from the current owner--a tough-talking, fastshooting woman
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